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SILVER ROSE CYCLE
HONOUR YOUR COSMIC PORTAL

As part of deepening our awareness and connection to the body as SACRED, we will continue to map 
and consciously commune with the Womb and its symbiotic relationship with Gaia.    I invite you into 
a ceremonial Rose way that is a model that follows the 5 cycles of the Moon, the Venus pentagram 
codes and the feminine Rose Rites,( 5 petals of the Rose). It has been inspired by the Rose Moon 
Lodge which is a sacred space, symbolic of the Cosmic Womb where women can come to the High 
Rose altar to commune with our blood, with others and with the spirit and the elements.  The Rose 
Moon Lodge is a formation that celebrates the spiritual and physical cycles and rhythms within our 
Womb. 

Traditionally, in times not so long ago, when we were living closer with the Earth’s rhythms and each 
other.  The sacred lodge honours and celebrates the powerful and intuitive time of the bleeding 
phase during the dark of the moon. By entering the Moon Lodge, we step away from our normal ac-
tive routine and come to rest, dream, nurture each other, receive spiritual insight, practice ritual and 
bleed into the Earth with prayers. Upon emergence from the Moon Lodge, women feel nourished, 
peaceful and ready to offer their gifts to their community with creative renewal, embodied wisdom 
and purpose.

This is a methodology that incorporates the Roses as healing and empowering tools and keys that 
carry a synthesis of the lunar phases, the Venus sequences and ancient indigenous knowledge. 
This model brings us into a direct relationship to ceremony and to our intrinsic feminine initiations, 
cycles, rhythms, harmonics and subtle higher-wisdom within. This model is a form of creative union 
with our feminine journey .The 5 Roses represent the 5 heavenly temples that we acknowledge, feel 
and journey with during our 29.5 days of the monthly Rosa Lunar Cycle.  Each heavenly temple is a 
feminine spiritual threshold that brings us into intimate harmony with our essence, of passion, peace 
and wellness. 

The Silver Rose|  The Cosmic Gateway activation- corresponds to the Dark Moon phase and the 
1stTemple of heaven.  In essence this is our Sacred Union point with God/Goddess all that is. In the 
lunar mysteries it can be mapped between the Luteal and bleeding phase but remember it is a node 
and circuitry.  It is the fullest descent of the Venus star and a mystical vortex of creativity that dwells 
within. This is a rich sensual point within our Rose womb mysteries and the Silver Rose codes guide 
this divine remembrance. Once we perceive,  through our lunar senses,  this node will bless us with 
guidance and messages holy to this gate point. One practice received through the cosmic gate is the 
calling of our blood flow. If you are bleeding this is your Red blood and those who are not bleeding 
it is your creative flow. When you become aware of this node it automatically re-activates and aligns 
your womb axis to health, vitality and to higher levels of creative potential and expression.  

Her Mysteries- 
Aligns and opens the cosmic gateway to our inner power and gifts as a soulful woman. 

Her Mysteries- 
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Follow the journey when the Moon is in her Dark phase or 
when you are coming towards your bleeding.  This jour-
ney will guide and integrate the opening of the cosmic 
gateway within the Womb. It will heal and re-activate so 
that you can track and mark this still-point. 

When we honour and awaken these energies our instinc-
tive being celebrates and radiates new levels of peace 
and ease within the body.

The Dark Moon is the junction phase around 1.5 to 3.5 days 
depending on the positioning of the earth and sun. This is 
a still-point before the New Moon. 

SILVER ROSE 
JOURNEY
AUDIO MEDITATION  AVAILABLE IN 
THE HOME TEMPLE PAGE. 

Your body is your teacher
Your Womb your Magika Hiera/House 
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SACRED WOMB MYSTERIES 

In the ancient Gnostic traditions, and the Celtic 
Grail mysteries a woman’s moon blood was known 
to carry the codes of creation and was considered 
a sacred elixir, that was drunk from the chalice, rep-
resenting the life-giving power of the Divine Mother 
and would bring its life-giving powers to the one 
taking the sacrament. 

When we are bleeding and synchronised with our 
cycle we become more cosmically and multi di-
mensionally aware. When we make love while we 
are bleeding, we can experience a merging be-
tween our sensual, sexual, erotic natures and our 
mystical natures.

In shamanic and mystical cultures, it has long been 
known that for a woman to make love to a man 
while she was bleeding was one of the highest initi-
ations for a man.

Those of us who are remembering the ancient tan-
tric star teachings know that this is a time to anoint 
our beloved with our sacred Lunar Rose mysteries 
for awakening and a deeper connection to life and 
love.

Conscious bleeding invites us to honour our sacred 
moon, a time to slow down and rest and renewal 
a time of cleanings. It is a time for dreaming and 
creativity expressing. 

The Conscious call to our bleeding flow is a spiritual act of self love 
and union with your Rose within. It attunes us  to our spiritual gifts and 
psychic awareness with ease. The Silver Rose Gate node is a time for 
dreaming, for creative renewal and magic. 
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